Selective antibiotic resistance genes in multiphase samples during biofilm growth in a simulated drinking water distribution system: Occurrence, correlation and low-pressure ultraviolet removal.
The aim of this study was to gain comprehensive insights into the characteristics of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in multiphase samples from drinking water distribution pipelines using a simulated biofilm reactor. During 120 d of continuous operation, common parameters and six ARGs (ermA, ermB, aphA2, ampC, sulII, and tetO) in samples of three phases (water, particle, and biofilm) from the reactor were investigated, which demonstrated secondary contamination by ARGs. Abundances of the six ARGs in the reactor effluent increased gradually, and in the 120 d effluent, the relative abundances of aphA2 and sulII were the highest, at 9.9 × 10-4 and 1.3 × 10-3, respectively, with a 1.5-fold and 2.8-fold increase, compared with those in the influent. The relative abundances of the six ARGs in the biofilm phase increased significantly (P < 0.05) at 120 d, which was caused by robust bacteria in biofilm that was newly exposed following the detachment of a large piece of aging biofilm. In the particle phase, four of the ARGs did not change significantly during the 120 d period. The six ARGs in the samples of three phases showed a negative correlation with residual chlorine in the pipe water, which demonstrated that low abundance of ARGs in the samples of three phases was related to the improvement of residual chlorine. The proportion of cultivable bacteria illustrated that the robust and active bacteria were negatively correlated with the six ARGs in the biofilm. Total organic carbon (TOC) in the pipeline showed a positive correlation with the proportion of cultivable bacteria in both the water and biofilm phases, which indicated that a TOC reduction in the pipeline contributed to low abundance of ARGs. With low-pressure ultraviolet (LP-UV) irradiation of 20 mJ/cm2, ARGs in the samples of three phases were efficiently controlled, which showed that LP-UV can be used for ARG removal in terminal water for supplemental bactericidal treatment of pipeline effluent.